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Worldwide Sacred Journeys

 Transformational High-End meditation & yoga Retreats 











Soul Revival

 Luxury Healing Retreat in Ubud, Bali


EXPLORE                                









MAUNA

 Silent Meditation retreat in Hong Kong


EXPLORE                                









Resource

 Healing Meditation & Breathwork Retreat in Hong Kong 


waitlist                                









Private Retreats

 Curate Your Unique Holistic 1:1 Journey in Bali and Hong Kong


curate                                









The Space

 Luxury Recovery Retreat in Nazare, Portugal


Waitlist                                








 [image: blank] A place to honour your soul and transform your life.

 Welcome to the world of Bliss Body – the most subtle layer of our human form, the yogi’s true nature lying beyond the ego and underneath all illusions.

 Our sacred journeys are a safe container for deep inner work and personal evolution. We encourage our guests to enter a state of boundless trust as they embark on a spiritual intimate process of self discovery.










 Exquisite Locations around the world



 Drawn to the lands with powerful energy and rich spiritual history, the locations of our Bliss Temples are carefully chosen to offer a one-of-a-kind reviving experience.
 Exclusive destinations of our worldwide sacred journeys honour the soul of the land and envelop guests in healing energies and high-level comfort, taking into attention every detail.










 Morocco



 As you observe stunning landscape allow the stillness of the Atlas Mountains to touch the deepest part of your heart. 
 The energetic potency of the ancient land that conveys peace and mystery awakens our own stored wisdom. 
 Envelope yourself in the magnetizing force of the grandiose desert where the tones and colors sooth and ground your whole being in a timelessness. 
  










 Portugal



 With more than 300 days of sun during the year Portugal promises a spectacular immersion into the wild and untouched nature. 
 Awaken your senses through Atlantic refreshing breeze and signature kilometer-long beaches of Southern Alentejo.  
  










 Hong Kong



 Away from the famous city skyline and bustling streets, lush greenery surrounds the retreat to provide a tranquil contrast for Hong Kong’s residents.
 Nestled in the New Territories, the Bliss Temple offers a space for healing, rejuvenation, and contemplation.
 Escaping the city and embracing nature becomes an effortless transition.










 Bali



 The Island of the Gods is more than just a place for vacation; it’s a mood, inspiration and a spirited state of mind.
 Bali’s spiritual essence plays a pivotal role for both guests and residents; from the exquisite flower offerings to the endless temples, all enveloped in the island’s diverse culture and unique balinese religion.










 Tuscany



 Renowned for its mesmerising landscapes and artistic heritage, the heart region of Tuscany embodies the smells, sounds and sights that, like a dream, transport our guests into another world.
 Rolling hills, cypress valleys and ripe olive groves offer impressive views and fertile soil for farm-to-plate produce.
 Emanating romance and charm, it’s hard not to be captivated by the beauty of Tuscany.
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Created By

Vlada de Sousa

Bliss Body Journeys Founder and Spiritual Teacher
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 “Silence is the greatest healer and meditation is an inner teacher. When we discover who we are beneath the non-stop chatter of the mind and our conditioning from society, we as humanity will move to the next stage of evolution. The best expression of love for oneself is the beginning of your spiritual path, and this meditation journey offers that and so much more.”
 vladadesousa.com










   Portugal Retreat Centre 
  Read More [image: blank]  


   Hong Kong Retreat Centre 
  Read More [image: blank]  








Spirituality

 Awakening to our sacred soul is a lifelong, intimate path. Drawing the map from the ancient teachings of Yoga, meditation and energy awareness, we humbly open the doors for the modern human to pursue their personal journey of evolution. Those seeking access to the world of spirituality will leave behind the illusion of separation until reencountering the sense of oneness.
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Wellness

 We see wellness as a way to honour our life. At Bliss Body Sacred Journeys, we delight and take care of our bodies, while we grow and evolve. The simple act of eating becomes a sacred experience with gourmet plant-based cuisine to nourish and transform our senses. Spa rituals and energy balancing sessions support deep healing, bringing our guests to a state of pure bliss.










Privacy

 Enveloped in our sacred embrace, we create a safe space for our guests to feel heard, seen and felt. Limiting the capacity of our in-person and virtual retreats, we can ensure that we connect with guests and cultivate the environment where love transforms all.
 It’s our pride to curate unique experiences for guests to find comfort, focus and serenity in their own journey.
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 Seekers Testimonials






 This retreat became a vehicle for me to manage my stress and anxiety. I found such a deep rest during this time.

Nila






 Breakthrough experience, thank you so much for creating this space in Hong Kong. The silent aspect was great. I would call it mindful renewal.

Hatem






 I had a very transformative experience that will have a long-lasting impact on my life. I look forward to the next one!

Ines






 The retreat was more than I ever expected. Every day was inspiring, peaceful and healing. The plant-based menu inspired me to give up meat after the retreat.

Meredith 






  TRIP ADVISOR REVIEWS 







  Visit  Our Sacred Library  Read More [image: Read More Link]   
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Behind the curtains of a Transformative retreat



  As I host more and more retreats, I keep observing the same incidents again and again: almost as if the week was a mathematical equation... 


Read More                                                [image: blank]
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How to prevent a burnout? Conscious tools to take back your life



  Days turn into weeks and months into years as we drift between online conversations, never-ending demands, stressful news, and a feeling of distance from those... 
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How to create a daily practice? A concise guide to help you establish a personal wellness routine



  Building a daily practice might be the single most important step you can take for your spiritual growth and physical wellbeing. We constantly receive feedback... 
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A holistic experience of self: Divine Body meditation retreat



  There is way more to ourselves than we can ever imagine. Integral approach to wellbeing is one that aims to bring all aspects of our... 
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JOURNEYS
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Discover                                    



Soul Revival


Bali

 7-Day Luxury Healing Meditation Retreat in Ubud, Bali

  Discover 
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Discover                                    



MAUNA


Hong Kong

 3-Day Silent Meditation Retreat in Hong Kong

  Discover 
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Discover                                    



1:1 Bespoke Retreat


Bali & Hong Kong

 Curate your personalized holistic journey 

  Discover 
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Discover                                    



Resource


Hong Kong

 3-Day Healing Meditation & Breathwork Retreat in Hong Kong

  Discover 











   1:1 Bespoke Retreat 
  Read More [image: blank]  


   Corporate Retreat 
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Reserve                        
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Cart




 TOTAL TO PAY

 USD 0



  GO TO PAYMENT   CART 
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